
MINUTES OF THE 81st MEETING OF AYNHO HISTORY SOCIETY HELD AT THE VILLAGE 
HALL, AYNHO ON WEDNESDAY 30th SEPTEMBER 2015 

 
Present: - Rupert Clark – Chairman & Treasurer 

           Peter Cole - Secretary.  
 

1.     Chairman’s Report  and Secretary’s Report  
 

Nothing to report 
 

2.  The Bicycle - its Evolution and Impact on the World”               by Tony Hadland 

 
In 1815 Mount Tambora in Bali erupted, the fall-out of ash led to significant short term climate 
change. The impact was five years of poor harvests therefore a world-wide shortage of corn. In 
addition the number of horses in Europe had fallen due to the vast number used in the 
Napoleonic wars (at least one horse was used for each 10 soldiers), so the cost of buying and 
keeping a horse rose to such an extent that alternative means of personal transport were being 
sought. 
 
In 1817 influenced by ice skating and roller-skating, Baron Karl von Drais in Germany invented 
a “running machine” called a Draisine, which was the first two-wheeled, steerable, human-
propelled vehicle produced commercially. 
 
In Britain these were known as “hobby-horses”, and later “velocipedes”, and were really the 
ancestors of bicycles, lacking only a mechanical means of propulsion. Several thousand of 
these were produced and they were much faster than walking. Some people rode these for as 
much as three hundred miles. Fit young men used to race them. One man in Munich averaged 
14 miles an hour over a 30-minute period, quite unheard of until then. Some authorities banned 
these machines as being dangerous to pedestrians, so they went out of fashion after a few 
years, and tricycles and quadracycles were invented. Willard Sawyer of Dover manufactured 
quadracycles that were propelled using treadles in the 1850s. 
 
The next development was the use of a crank on the front wheel of a velocipede to enable it to 
be turned by foot. This was designed by a French metal-worker in 1858. In the succeeding 
years 200 patents were taken out on these new machines. These included metal frames 
instead of wooden ones, steel tyres superseded by solid rubber, sprung saddles and 
suspension systems for wheels. The machines were “fixed wheel” so some had foot-rests so 
that the rider could take his feet off the pedals and “free wheel” down hills. The trick was getting 
your feet back on to the pedals so to restrict the wheel turning therefore assisting in braking. As 
these took some riding, special schools started up where one could learn how to mount and 
balance on these. 
 
In1868 Eugene Meyer invented the light-weight tensioned wire spoke wheel. With a pedal on 
the front wheel, the only way a bike could go faster was to increase the size of the wheel. Being 
much lighter, this was now possible, so the “High-wheeler” (or “Penny-farthing” as it was known 
in Britain) was born. 
 
The Franco-Prussian War started in 1870; the French cycle industry was diverted to making 
munitions. This cleared the way for James Starley from Coventry to expand his business. He 
invented the much stronger and more effective tangent spoke system, with the addition of ball 
bearings and hollow steel frames this is virtually what all bikes have today. These machines 
were quite efficient, but were only really suitable for rich and athletic young men. 
 



As roads improved the next thing was to achieve the same effect with a smaller wheel. An 
indirect drive was needed. It wasn’t until 1880 that Hans Renold, a Swiss engineer working in 
Manchester invented the Bush Roller chain, which was perfect for driving a bicycle. 
 
In 1885 John Kemp Starley, James’s nephew, produced the first “Rover Safety bicycle”, with a 
steerable front wheel, equally sized wheels and a chain drive to the rear wheel. This was 
suitable for men or women of any age to use. Around the same time John Boyd Dunlop’s 
pneumatic tyres made cycling much more comfortable. Not long after Edouard Michelin made a 
removable tyre which could be repaired at the roadside. 
 
By 1900 brakes had improved out of all recognition, and this led to all bikes having free-wheel 
availability. 
 
Next came multi-speed gearing. Henry Sturmey and James Archer formed the Sturmey-Archer 
company in 1902, and have produced hub gears ever since. The other type was chain-shifting 
gear called “Derailleur” produced by a French company. This consisted of a chain, multiple 
sprockets and a mechanism for moving the chain from one sprocket to another (in other words 
“de-railing the chain”). Both systems are still in use today, enabling fit cyclists to climb most 
hills. These days you can have as many as 4 sprockets on the front and 12 at the back, and 
even an on-board computer to help you choose which combination is the right one at any time. 
 
Trade bikes used for delivery purposes became popular in the 1930s to 50s. Racing bikes  
improved in the 40s, with alloy components, then aluminium, followed by titanium. Modern bikes 
are often made from carbon fibre. 
 
The period from the early 1900s up to the time when mass-production of cars reduced their 
prices was the heyday of the bicycle, and there was a revival during the Second World War, 
when petrol for private cars became virtually unobtainable. 
 
Military cycles were used by messengers and whole regiments were converted to “cycle troops” 
during the First World War, and in the Second some units were supplied with folding bikes, 
although there is little evidence of their usefulness. It was the Japanese who used cycles in 
huge numbers in the Singapore invasion, and the Viet Cong did so again in Vietnam. They 
were a cheap and low tech solution to moving big quantities of men and supplies. 
 
In the C21st, Innovation has continued with the ubiquitous mountain bike and for commuters, 
folding bikes. 
 
The bicycle has had two main effects on the world. The first was technical, the second was 
sociological. The first was due to the quick speed of improvements and engineering knowledge 
and understanding. From the 1920’s many cycle manufactures branched out into car production, 
i.e. William Morris. The second was the emancipation of working class people that took place as 
bicycles became more affordable. It gave them independent mobility. The Suffragist movements 
encouraged women to learn to ride so to give them greater freedom of employment and leisure.  
 

 
  4.     Forthcoming meetings 
 
 
October 28th – The Poor Law in C18th England:  the crisis in the parishes, by Deborah        
 Hayter 
 
 November 25th – A. G. M. & Twenty more things you may not know about Aynho  

 


